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Paper Overview

• Objective: The paper provides a renewed framework for framing 
technology user environments among higher educational institutions. 
We propose the need to explore and understand the appropriate 
technology user environment as a prerequisite to deploying 
technologies in higher educational institutions. 

• The proposed framework is developed from the perspective of the 
bio-ecological theory.



• Background: The use of technologies for teaching and learning naturally 
takes place in a bio-ecological environment. It has been generally accepted 
that the academic environments in which technologies are deployed and 
used have primary features associated with the bio-ecological theory. 
Some writers and researchers have therefore related the deployment of 
technologies in tertiary institutions to the bio-ecological theory. 

• Yet, some of these studies lack emphasis on users of technology in an 
academic environment. Moreover, some individual conceptual studies have 
failed to recognise some important arms of the natural framework. We also 
consider the body of evidences on the subject very small. We therefore 
want to uphold the need to know and understand the appropriate 
technology user environment as a prerequisite to deploying technologies in 
higher institutions by revealing a renewed framework for framing it.      



• Method: In this paper, we use conceptual and theoretical studies that 
employ the bio-ecological theory in forming frameworks relating to 
technology user environments. The studies used are largely from peer-
reviewed journals, but we also used working and white papers written on 
the subject. 

• Results: The conventional technology user environment has basic features 
of the bio-ecological theory. A resounding attribute of this environment is 
the links or harmony between its subjects (users) and how these links are 
extended to choices of technologies, user characteristics and the specific 
uses of technologies for students, faculty members and institutional 
management. 



• Conclusion: Management of higher academic institutions can frame 
their technology user environments by considering the dimensions of 
the bio-ecological theory (i.e. microsystem factors, mesosystem 
factors, exosystem factors, and macrosystem factors) along the lines 
of choices of technologies, user characteristics (such as skills and 
ability to use technologies) and the specific uses of technologies for 
students, faculty members and institutional management.



Introduction

• It has been argued that the productivity of technologies to a higher 
academic institution depends on how well its management make 
choices of technologies based on an understanding of its academic 
environment (Jones & Jo, 2004; Lewthwaite, 2011).

• In line with this argument, academic institutions ought to understand 
the components of their environments and the interaction among 
these components. 

• By understanding their environments, academic institutions would be 
able to make the best choices of technologies and be able to tailor 
their functions towards maximum efficiency and their general 
performance (Zhao & Frank, n.d; Lewthwaite, 2011). 



• Well recognised educationists (e.g. Zhao & Frank, n.d; Jones & Jo, 
2004; Lewthwaite, 2011) have expressed the view that an 
understanding of academic environments in this respect is better 
achieved from the perspective of the bio-ecological theory. 



• The bio-ecological theory, attributed to Bronfenbrenner (1979), 
argues on the basis of the biological changes and growth in subjects 
of an environment and the network of interactions within which 
these changes and growth occurs. 

• Later after this theory was found, Urie Bronfenbrenner and other 
proponents of his theory (e.g. Jones & Jo, 2004; Groffman et al., 
2005; Lewthwaite, 2011; Lindholm & Pavia, 2010; Jørgensen, 2006; 
etc.) wrote on the applications of these theory to business networks 
and organisational behaviour. 



Charactering Subjects within a Technology User 

Environment 

• The most basic conception towards the deployment of technologies 
in higher institutions of learning is about people who would use these 
technologies. We would want to refer to these people as “subjects” 
within a technology user environment. 

• Management of an academic institution ought to acknowledge users 
or subjects before acquiring technologies because the bio-ecological 
theory implies that the adoption of technologies could influence the 
course of action of users (Adomavicius et al., 2005; Lewthwaite, 
2011). 



• Now, who are the specific users of technologies in an academic 
environment? Zare-ee (2011) identifies them to be students, faculty 
members, university managements (including council), potential students
of the general public (those applying for admissions or those the institution 
is targeting for admission [Zare-ee, 2011; Ezziane, 2007]). Practically, this 
category of users could use technologies of the institution for filing 
admissions online, or the university may use these technologies to 
communicate with them.  

• By identifying these four categories of users, management can successfully 
visualise users’ needs and skills and be able to acquire suitable 
technologies for them.  A consideration of these categories of users is 
highly important because they have unique technology needs and skills..



The Positions of Subjects in the Technology user 

Environment

• We present in Figure 1 a conceptualisation of the technology user 
environment, which largely embraces primary characteristics in a 
proverbial bio-ecological environment. The framework reflects the 
basic features of a bio-ecological environment, as projected in the 
bio-ecological theory, because each of its units interacts with another 
unit in a fashion of diversity. 

• For instance, the external and internal ICTs are all linked to the higher 
educational institution (HEI), students and faculties. We assume that 
the faculty unit includes management and university council, where 
students involve potential students. In the context of deploying 
technologies in higher institutions of learning, we could refer to this 
framework as bio-technological environment.
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Figure 1: A Conceptualisation of the Technology User 
Environment



• In Figure 1, each subject is given its natural position. First of all, we 
need to understand that the environment is a definition of the 
relationship between the institution, its faculty and students. The 
institution (HEI) represents the housing unit for students and 
faculties. This means that faculties and students are subject to the 
institution, or they form part of the institution.

• Naturally, students are subject to faculties, and this is what is 
visualised in the figure. Student learning is at the extreme end of the 
chain; but this does not mean that technologies are only used by 
students in the academic environment; it only throws light on the 
technology needs of students who are naturally the customers being 
served. 



• In this framework, we give priority to the technology needs and uses 
of students because all academic institutions aim at boosting positive 
impact on students. We would want to relate this framework to 
practice and the bio-ecological theory in the next section. 



Framing Technology User Environment

• Based on practical experiences and evidences from other conceptual 
studies (e.g. Jones & Jo, 2004; Adomavicius et al., 2005; Lewthwaite, 
2011; HR.com, 2011), we propose that framing technology user 
environments from the perspective of higher academic institutions 
should be done in two ways: (1) considering the dimensions of the 
bio-ecological theory; and (2) relating its basic implications to 
practicing the relationships shown in our framework (see Figure 1). 

• With respect to the first dimension, there is the need for academic 
institutions to initiate the use of technologies at the individual, 
microsystem, mesosystem, exosystem and macrosystem factor levels 
(Lewthwaite, 2011). 



• At the microsystem level, members in the same category of subjects 
or users will need to support each other in the use of technologies. 
For instance, students will have to help fellow students, and faculty 
members will have to support each other. 

• At the mesosystem factor level, we expect support to be extended to 
institutional managements, possibly in the acquisition of technologies 
and in understanding the relevance of technologies to achieving 
desired change (Adomavicius et al., 2005; Lewthwaite, 2011). 

• At the exosystem factor level, academic institutions will need 
technical and financial support from subjects not directly found in the 
technology user environment at the tertiary level.



• A second aspect in framing technology user environments among 
tertiary institutions is ensuring that the links among students, faculty, 
management and potential students (as shown in Figure 1) exist along 
the lines of choices of technologies users, their characteristics (such 
as skills and ability to use technology) and the specific uses of 
technologies for each category of subjects.

• Moreover, managements will have to pay attention to the 
technological needs and skills of each category of subjects or users to 
be able to frame the technology user environment. 



• It is believed that this consideration will enable managements to 
choose suitable technologies that match institutional needs (i.e. the 
needs of all subjects) and user abilities.

• To complete the task of framing the technology user environment, 
sustainability of courses of action must be pursued at the levels of: (1) 
considering the dimensions of the bio-ecological theory, as discussed 
earlier; and (2) relating its basic implications to practicing the 
relationships shown in Figure 1. 



Discussion and Conclusion 

• We in this paper seek to propose a priori consideration of technology 
user environments towards the deployment of technologies in higher 
institutions of learning. 

• This proposed framework deals with an extension of a consideration 
of the relationships among students, faculty members, managements 
and potential students and their abilities to use technologies to a 
consideration of the specific technological needs of each category of 
subjects in the academic environment.

• We also think that such considerations should be made along the 
dimensions of the bio-ecological theory so the deployment of 
technologies will be sustainable and more effective. 



• The idea behind our framework is that a technology user 
environment (from an academic perspective) must be well developed 
to facilitate productive use of technologies. Yet, the development of 
this environment would be futile and ineffective without its 
understanding along the dimensions of the bio-ecological theory and 
the framework of Figure 1.



• We take out certainty of the relevance of our framework to the 
deployment of technologies in higher institutions from the previous 
conceptual studies of Jones & Jo (2004), Adomavicius et al. (2005), 
Lewthwaite, (2011), and HR.com (2011), and the fact that features of the 
bio-ecological theory imported into the framework of Figure 1 have been 
confirmed in empirical studies. 

• Lewthwaite (2011) argues that this framework is practical and realistic; 
requiring that empirical researchers take up the task of investigating the 
relationships and other proposed features of the technology user 
environment. Coupled with our experience and understanding of how 
technologies work in academic environments, 

• We make the following conclusion: 



• Management of higher academic institutions can frame their 
technology user environments by considering the dimensions of the 
bio-ecological theory (i.e. microsystem factors, mesosystem factors, 
exosystem factors, and macrosystem factors) and relating its basic 
implications to practicing the relationships shown in Figure 1. 

• Also, the links shown among subjects in the framework must be 
considered along the lines of choices of technologies for each 
category of subjects, their characteristics (such as skills and ability) 
and the specific uses of technologies for each category. 



• There is however the need for more conceptual studies on the 
subject. Moreover, it is high time empirical studies are conducted to 
verify the practicality of this framework and related ones such as 
those developed by Adomavicius et al. (2005) and Lewthwaite (2011).
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